AUTOMATIC ROLL WRAP MACHINE

THE LOYNDS ROLL WRAP MACHINE IS FOR PACKING ROUND CONFECTIONERY PRODUCTS INTO STICK PACKS. IT IS VARIABLE IN SPEED AND HAS AN OUTPUT OF UP TO 140 PACKS PER MINUTE.

The machine can be set to pack products in the following sizes:

- Diameter: 15mm–25mm
- Thickness: 8mm–15mm
- Pack Length: 30mm–130mm

The Roll Wrap Machine is provided with a vibration hopper feed system—this will feed the product into the correct configuration ready for packing. The product is then transported to the wrapping head to be wrapped, rolled and glued.

Next, the products are discharged by an outfeed conveyor rolling unit and the foil ends are pressed.

The machine is fitted with brand name PLC and inverters.

FEATURES

- Easy change of pack length for same size products
- Foil & Paper from Roll
- Print registrations
- An efficient price worthy machine.

OPTIONS

- Roll Wrap Bunch Style
- Roll Wrap Twist Style
AUTOMATIC ROLL WRAP MACHINE

SPECIFICATIONS

Overall Height
1800mm

Overall Length
4950mm

Overall Width
1500mm

Material
Machine - 304 Stainless Steel

Output
140 packs per minute

Uses (dependant on product consistency)
Wrapping Product into Stick Packs